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Abstract. This work presents a strategy that aims to extract and rank
predicted answers from the web based on the eigenvalues of a specially
designed matrix. This matrix models the strength of the syntactic relations between words by means of the frequency of their relative positions
in sentences extracted from web snippets. We assess the rank of predicted answers by extracting answer candidates for three diﬀerent kinds
of questions. Due to the low dependence upon a particular language,
we also apply our strategy to questions from four diﬀerent languages:
English, German, Spanish, and Portuguese.

1

Introduction

Normally, textual Question Answering (textQA) systems receive natural language queries as input, process large unstructured document collections, and
return precise answers as output. The success of current textQA technology is
due to the fact that they are combining technology from diﬀerent areas (e.g.,
information retrieval, information extraction and natural language processing)
in novel ways, cf. [1]. However, scaling this new QA technology to the Web in order to improve current search engines to eﬃciently locating information presents
extraordinary challenges, cf. [2]. Consider for example the enormous size of the
Web content that is currently indexed by the best search engines (Billions of
Web pages). While an indexing of TREC–like corpus (only few Gigabytes in
size, mainly newspaper text sources, ﬁxed time period) on basis of NLP–oriented
preprocessing has been shown to be very fruitful for textQA technology, doing
the same for the Web is out of the reach with current technology. Another important aspect of the Web is its growing multilinguality, cf. [3]. Therefore, the
exploration of language independent QA core technology is requested.
There exists ﬁrst web–based QA systems (webQA) that successfully demonstrate how QA technology might improve future search engines by systematically
exploiting the redundancy of the Web space, e.g., [4,6,3,5]. All of these systems
have a similar architecture and perform three major steps:
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1. conversion of NL questions to search engine speciﬁc queries
2. interface to public search engines for document retrieval
3. extraction of answers from the retrieved web pages
The ﬁrst step is needed in order to take advantage of a particular search
engine’s query syntax, and to increase the accuracy of potential relevant documents. The latter can be seen as a kind of “answer context prediction”.
For example a question like “Who is the president of Germany?” might be
converted to search engine queries “the president of Germany is” or “Germany’s president”. Of course, without any corpus analysis this would just be
a “blind” generate–and–test approach, so often these answering patterns are
computed and weighted on basis of a statistical data analysis, cf. e.g., [6]
and [7].
This sort of NL query analysis is similar to a query expansion strategy which
is applied before document retrieval. In IR there exists also an alternative query
expansion strategy, namely to perform the query expansion after document retrieval, which is also known as pseudo relevance feedback (PRF), cf. [8]. The
advantage of PRF is that one can achieve a data–driven query expansion using
the most relevant documents retrieved by the IR system. Applying this technology in a webQA system on basis of the retrieved documents, however might
be negatively inﬂuenced by the time needed for fetching the N–best documents.
Since this crawling process has to be done online, it deﬁnes a critical parameter
for the latency of the subsequent webQA processes, and hence, might negatively
eﬀect the performance of the whole webQA system, cf. [6]. Fortunately, almost
all modern search engines return a brief textual summary (called snippet ) together with the URL of the candidate documents immediately as part of the
query result.
In this paper, we apply the idea of PRF in the context of webQA, by performing query expansion on the set of N–best snippets retrieved using the NL
query as it is, i.e., without converting it initially to possible query paraphrases.
In contrast to the answer context prediction step mentioned above, we propose
an answer candidate prediction strategy: the expanded query terms are interpreted as either direct answers to the NL user query or as terms which are
semantically related to potential answer candidates. Note that answer candidates are usually not complete sentences but rather phrasal entities. Our answer
predication strategy is completely data–driven. Thus it is very robust wrt. the
form of the snippets and it is highly language independent. In order to evaluate our new methods we considered three speciﬁc type of questions for four
languages (German, English, Spanish, Portuguese). We also designed answer
extraction modules that resemble traditional systems, so to compare the extracted answers with the answers in the CLEF multilingual question/answer
corpus.1
1

For more information on CLEF (Cross–language
http://www.clef-campaign.org/ .

Evaluation Forum) see
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System Overview

The user enters via some input device a NL query which is further passed to
a search engine. The search engine returns a ranked list of document links together with a snippet for each document. The best N–snippets are passed to the
answer prediction component. This component extracts from all snippets the
best predicted answer strings. A predicted answer string is a substring extracted
from the snippets for which a high semantic similarity to the question has been
determined. Unlike PRF, the predicted answers are ranked and the M–best are
submitted to the answer extraction component. It further splits the predicted
answer strings into smaller units which might correspond to exact answer strings.
The answer extraction component uses the NL user question in order to determine the expected answer type (EAT). For example, for a question like “Who is
the president of USA?”, the instance of EAT is person. Since our goal is to be
as language independent as possible and our focus is to evaluate the quality of
the answer prediction strategy, this step resembles any traditional system based
on pattern matching and lexical databases.

3

Ranking Scheme

Our system ranks two kind of strings: sentences and predicted answers. Since
both are treated in the same way, we only describe the problem of ranking
sentences in more detail. Formally, it can be speciﬁed as:
R = {(s1 , l1 ), (s2 , l2 ), . . . , (sσ , lσ )}
where R is the rank of the set S of sentences of document D; ss is the s–th
sentence in S, 1 ≤ s ≤ σ, where σ is the number of sentences in the document.
We say that s1 is preferred over s2 , if l1 > l2 , where ls = rank(ss ), and rank is
a ranking rule that maps from the sentences to rank labels rank : S → L.
3.1

Document Representation

In our system, a document is a multi–set of all the sentences which are extracted
from all the N–best snippets returned by the search engine. We are using very
simple rules for mapping a snippet to a stream of sentences, basically by using
the standard punctuation signs as splitting points: colon, semicolon, coma, and
dot. We will use W (the dictionary) for the set of all unique words in D, and
ω = |W | the size of W . We start our description of a vector–space document
representation by deﬁning the following binary variable:

1 if the word wi is in the sentence ss at position k
Xsik =
0 otherwise.
Let len(Ss ) be a function which returns the number of words in a sentence
Ss . Then, the frequency of the word wi in the document is given by:
f req(wi ) =

σ len(s

s )
s=1

k=1

Xsik , ∀w, 1 ≤ i ≤ ω

(1)
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Let wj be a word in W , 1 ≤ j ≤ ω. For example, in a document D=“John
loves Mary. John kisses Mary every night.”, we ﬁnd two sentences determined by the dot. If we consider that “w1 ” is “John”, then X111 will match
the ﬁrst occurrence of “John” and X211 the second. Xs1k takes the value of
one for only this two occurrences. Therefore, f req(“John”) will be the sum of
X111 + X211 = 2.
A document D is represented by the set of tuples:
D = {wi , wj , , f req(wi , wj , ), ∀ i, j, , 0 ≤  ≤ Υ ∧ f req(wi , wj , ) > 0}
where f req(wi , wj , ) is the frequency of wi with which it appears to the left of
wj , Υ is the length of the longest sentence in the document, and  is the absolute
distance of their positions in the sentence:
f req(wi , wj , ) =

σ len(s

s )

Xsi(k−) Xsjk

(2)

s=1 k=+1

For instance, f req(“John”, “Mary”, 1) = 2 means that the pattern John
* Mary was observed 2–times in document D. We also deﬁne Γ (wi , wj , , v) :
W × W × N × N → {0, 1}, as a function that returns 1 if the f req(wi , wj , ) is
equal to v, otherwise it returns zero. Using this notation, we deﬁne:
G(v) =

ω 
ω 
Υ


Γ (wi , wj , , v)

(3)

i=1 j=1 =1

G(v) determines the amount of pairs of words that occur v times in the document. In our example, the only tuple that occurs two times is John * Mary,
then G(2) = 1.
3.2

Ranking Sentences

We rank a sentence ss in a document by means of a specially designed matrix
M . This matrix is constructed from the tuples in D in the following way:
⎧
⎨ f req(wi , wj , ) if i < j;
Mij (ss ) = f req(wj , wi , ) if i > j;
⎩
0
otherwise.
wi and wj are two words in ss ,  is the distance between wi and wj , =abs(i-j),
0 ≤  ≤ α, and α=len(ss ). This matrix models the strength of the relation or
correlation between two words wi and wj in a sentence ss .
The following ﬁltering rule (which is the same for all languages) reduces the
size of the representation of D and the noise of long sequences of low correlated
words:
∀i, j Mij ≤ ζ ⇒ Mij = 0
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where ζ is an empirical determined threshold. This rule allows us to remove some
syntactic relations of a word which are probably not important. For example,
the English word of is a closed class word and as such will co-occur very often
with diﬀerent words at diﬀerent positions. However, if it is part of a phrase like
The President of Germany, the deﬁnition above allows us to keep of in the noun
phrase, because it typically occurs with short distance in such speciﬁc syntactic
construction.
Now, we deﬁne the rank of a sentence ss as follows:
rank(ss ) = λmax (M (ss ))
where λmax (M (ss )) is the greatest eigenvalue of the matrix M constructed
from the sentence ss , see also [14]. This eigenvalue gives us the amount of “energy” or “syntactic bonding force” captured by the eigenvector related with
λmax . Note that computing the eigenvalues for a small matrix is not a demanding task, and M is a matrix of size len(ss ), which in case of snippets is small.
There are two more aspects of M that is worths mentioning:


1. ∀i Mii = 0 ⇒ ∀i Mii = 0 ⇒ ∀ f λf = 0.
2. ∀i, j Mij = Mji , the spectral theorem implies that ∀f λf ∈
eigenvectors are orthogonal.2

, and all the

The second aspect guarantees that for each sentence Ss , we will obtain a real
value for rank(ss ).
3.3

Extracting Predicted Answers

The matrix M contains the frequency of each pair of words of ss , which appears
in this sentence and which has the same distance in the whole document. We
interpret sequences of word pairs which frequently co–occur with same distance
in M as chains of related words, i.e., groups of words that have an important
meaning in the document. This is important if we also consider the fact that, in
general, snippets are not necessary contiguous pieces of texts, and usually are
not syntactically well–formed paragraphs due to some intentionally introduced
breaks (e.g., denoted by some dots betweens the text fragments). We claim that
these chains can be used for extracting answer prediction candidates. Algorithm
1 extracts predicted answers from a sentence ss . It aims to replace low correlated words with a star, where a low correlated word is a word in a sentence
that has a low correlation with any other word in the same sentence. Sequences
of high correlated words are separated by one or more stars. Thus, low correlated words in a sentences deﬁne the points for cutting a sentence into smaller
units.
2

The spectral theorem claims that for a real symmetric n-by-n matrix, like M , all its
eigenvalues λf are real, and there exist n linearly eigenvectors ef for this matrix
which are mutually orthogonal.
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Algorithm 1: extractPredictedAnswers
input : M ,ss
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

3.4

begin
predictedAnswers = ss ;
if numberOf W ords(wi ) > 3 then
forall wi ∈ ss do
ﬂag = true;
forall wj ∈ ss do
if Mij > 0 then ﬂag=false;
end
if ﬂag then replace wi with ”*”;
end
predictedAnswers = split(ss ,”*”);
end
return predictedAnswers;
end

Ranking Predicted Answers

We rank every predicted answer ν extracted from a sentence ss according to the
following formula:
rank(ν) = rank(ss ) ∗

β


P (Bb |Bb−1 )

b=2

where Bb are the words in ν, and β its length. This formula weights each piece of
the sentence according to the probabilities of their bi–grams, which are estimated
by the following formulae:
P (Bb |Bb−1 ) =

log(f req(Bb−1 , Bb , 1))
log(f req(Bb−1 ))

where we use the logarithm to smooth the frequencies, so to reduce the trend to
favor high frequent words [9]. We consider the summation of the probabilities of
bi–grams because we want to bias the ranking in such a way that longer predicted
answers are preferred over shorter ones. Finally, redundant predicted answers are
removed. A predicted answer ν is redundant if and only if the following conditions
hold:




1. If there exists another predicted answer ν , such that rank(ν) < rank(ν ).
2. If ν is a substring of ν .


If both conditions hold, we say that ν contains ν. For this comparison, we
consider capitalized strings.

4

Answer Extraction

There is no standard strategy to evaluate predicted answers, but it is clear that
the goal is to help the answer extraction step. Evaluating the predicted answers
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in a straight forward way is too ambiguous and/or unfair. For this reason, we
assume that extracting answer candidates from the rank of predicted answers
gives us an unbiased notion of how good is the distribution of the predicted
answers which do not contain an answer candidate. During this step, no further
re-ranking is performed.
In general, a correct answer corresponds to an instance of a concept, which
is the focus or the expected answer type (EAT) of a question, e.g., a person
name for a Who–question. This information can then be used to locate possible
instances in the predicted answer.

Table 1. Some sample Wh–question keywords for the covered languages
Keywords
Date Wann, When, Cuándo, Qué año, Welchem Jahr, Que ano
Location
Wo, Where, Dónde, Onde
Person
Wer, Who, Quién, Quem

Usually, a sophisticated Wh–question analysis is performed in order to extract
the EAT and other important control information, cf. [1]. However, since we are
interested in language independent techniques and how our strategy behaves
in a traditional question answering system, we are making use of a very shallow strategy for the analysis of Wh–questions, which simply searches for some
Wh–keywords (see Table 1) in the question in order to determine the EAT. The
predicted answers are passed on to the corresponding answer extraction module, whose main task is to remove predicted answers that has no relation with
the EAT. At this step, many good predicted answers are discarded. From the remaining candidates, answer candidates are extracted applying simple specialized
extraction algorithms.
Currently, we only consider Who/Where/When–questions. These are also
used in TREC and CLEF QA tracks, for which annotated corpora in form of
question/answer pairs exists for multiple languages. These question types are
also used in other recent data–driven QA approaches for evaluation, e.g., [10]
or [11].
When–Answer Extraction In general, when–questions ask for instances of
the EAT date. First, we replace the query terms with a star and remove all
characters that are not numbers afterwards. We split the remaining string into
substrings by means of star sequences. If the length of a substring is greater than
three and if it contains a number, is added to the set of answer candidates. The
value of the rank is given by rank(ν).
Who—Answer Extraction At the beginning, characters that are not letters are removed. Then, query terms and stop-words are replaced with a star.
We split the remaining string into substrings by means of star sequences. If the
substring contains at least one space and its frequency is greater than two,
it is added to the set of answer candidates. Here, predicted answers which
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contain “George Bush” will be preferred to predicted answers which contain “Bush”, because they will have a higher correlation and therefore, a higher
rank(ν).
Where–Answer Extraction is currently our most language–dependent
part. This module uses geographical information about places around the world.
Since we currently only make use of the English WordNet, we translate the
NON–English answers (i.e., location names) using the Babelﬁsh online MT service. The algorithm starts by removing all the characters that are not letters
and we replace the query terms and stop-words with a star afterwards. We split
the remaining string into substrings by means of star sequences. If the string is
recognized by WordNet as a location, is added to the set of answer candidates.
The value of the rank is given by rank(ν).

5

Experiments

We send a natural language Wh–question Q unmodiﬁed (i.e., without any pre–
processing) to the Google search engine and extract the ﬁrst 30 snippets. Each
snippet is normalized by removing all HTML encoding, and by uppercasing the
remaining text. We assessed the question/answering pairs from the multilingual
CLEF 2004 corpus, which refers to answers from 1994/1995 newspaper articles.
We consider two kinds of correct answer (CA):
Exact Answers(EA) are substrings that match one-to-one with the answers
provided by CLEF. We should highlight that many CLEF answers are out
of date and that often semantically valid alternative answers, i.e., those that
are not expressed in the corpus, exist on the Web, often also decoded by
using diﬀerent spellings or word ordering.
Inexact Answer(IA) is an answer A that do not perfectly match with the
answer Ac provided by CLEF, but for which there exists a close semantic
relationship with Ac or where A corresponds to an update of Ac . For example,
in case of where–questions, which actually ask for a city name, we also
accept the country name, and in case of who–questions, which requests the
name of an oﬃcial person, we accept the current one. Similarly, answers
are also accepted, if they are just spelling variants, e.g., “George W. Bush”,
“G. Bush”. In case of when–questions, we also accept the answer “6 1945”
or “1945”, even though the exact answer in CLEF would be “6 August
1945”.
We tested the system for 889 questions in four languages: English(EN), German(DE), Spanish(ES), and Portuguese (PT). The overall result for all languages can be inspected in Table 2. MRR stands for Mean Reciprocal Rank,
and assigns to each question a score equal to the reciprocal of the rank of the
ﬁrst correct answer of the N (=3 in our case) best returned candidates. In the
table, the results for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place can be found, as well as for
0 (=NAF, which reads “no answer found, although there is one in the snippets”). Furthermore, NAG is when there was no answer in the snippets and
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the system returns NIL, WAG is when there was no answer in the snippets
and the system gave three wrong answers. Table 2 shows the results considering the four languages altogether and Table 3 the distribution of the extracted
answers considering only when there was an answer in the snippets. Table 4
displays the results for the individual languages. For the German questions we
only handled when and where questions, because for the who questions our
simple “Wh–keyword spotting approach” does not work out due to Wh–keyword
ambiguity.
Finally, a brief note on the performance of our system. The runtime for each
question averaged over all the questions of the corpus is about 2881 milliseconds.
Table 2. Results for each question type over all languages
CA

Total MRR NAG(%) WAG(%) NAF(%) 1(%) 2(%) 3(%)

when 218
where 232
who 439

0.60
0.57
0.38

25.11
10.77
11.39

10.96
24.14
27.56

21.46
20.68
32.57

35.16 5.02 1.8
30.60 9.91 3.87
18.90 6.83 2.73

Table 3. Distribution of answer candidates (all languages)
CA

NAF(%) 1(%) 2(%) 3(%)

when
where
who

33.82
31.86
53.37

55.42 7.91 2.84
47.00 15.23 5.95
30.97 11.19 4.47

Table 4. The results for the individual languages
CA(EN) Total MRR NAG(%) WAG(%) NAF(%) 1(%) 2(%) 3(%)
when
where
who

69
64
148

0.69
0.74
0.50

15.69
7.81
7.43

15.69
12.5
12.83

17.65
15.62
32.43

45.10 3.92 1.96
53.12 10.93 0
33.78 10.14 3.38

CA(DE) Total MRR NAG(%) WAG(%) NAF(%) 1(%) 2(%) 3(%)
Wann
Wo

58
58

0.45
0.46

36.20
9.37

12.07
18.75

27.59
23.43

22.03 1.17 0
20.31 12.5 6.25

CA(ES) Total MRR NAG(%) WAG(%) NAF(%) 1(%) 2(%) 3(%)
Cuándo
Dónde
Quién

59
63
86

0.55
0.59
0.27

16.64
10.93
9.65

11.86
31.25
40.68

23.73
15.62
28.96

32.20 10.17 11.86
26.56 10.93 3.21
11.72 6.21 2.75

CA(PT) Total MRR NAG(%) WAG(%) NAF(%) 1(%) 2(%) 3(%)
Quando 56
Onde
47
Quem 146

0.04
0.18
0.14

30.76
10.93
17.12

12.30
25
29.45

42.45
20.31
36.30

3.08 1.54 0
10.93 1.56 4.68
10.95 4.11 2.05
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For the individual question types, we obtained: 1) When-questions: 2505, 2)
Where-questions: 5591, and 3) Who: 2613 milliseconds. The extra time for the
Where–questions is caused by calling Babelﬁsh.

6

Discussion

Due to the distribution shown in Table 3, most of the extracted answers were
ranked at position one, and the very few external knowledge sources and linguistic tools used for our answer extraction module, we say that our current result
for the predicted answers is encouraging. If we have a closer look to the results of
the diﬀerent question types, then our result is competitive with current alternative data–driven approaches of QA. For example, [10] present an instance–based
approach to QA in which a system (for English, only) is automatically acquired
using TREC data. In particular, for 296 temporal–questions from TREC 9–12
they obtain a MRR of 0.447 using a larger corpus than we and a stricter test
(checking exact answers). Their result is consistently above the sixth highest
score at each TREC 9–12. That leads us to claim that our predicted answers has
at least a competitive quality.
Our result also suggest, that the answer prediction strategy does not behave
similar for the diﬀerent question types, and for diﬀerent languages. We suspect
that this is due to the very shallow nature of our current answer extraction modules, and because the distribution and redundancy of web pages per languages
is very diﬀerent. This is an important fact, because our ranking schema assigns
sequences of highly frequent word pairs a larger eigenvalue and hence a stronger
weight than sequences of less frequent word pairs, cf. Sect. 3.2. This means that
sequences of highly frequent words will bias in a stronger way the length of the
eigenvectors in the new orthogonal spaces.
Lets consider the following ratio:
G(v)
Ḡ(v) = ω
v=0 G(v)
Ḡ(v) is the probability of pairs of words with a certain distance that occur
v times in a web page. The following table shows some empirical values for
Ḡ(v):
Frequency Ḡ(v)
0
0.999925
1
0.000685
2
0.00005
3 and more 0.000015
Stronger relations will occur much fewer than weaker relations, and thus express
more about the content of a document. It also has the advantage for representing
D with a small set of pairs of words.
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Related Work

Current webQA systems mainly use statistical methods for ﬁnding answers from
the web that exploit data redundancy rather than sophisticated linguistic analyses of either questions and candidate answers, cf. also [4]. [13] present an compact overview of current state–of–the art in webQA. They also present a query
reformulation process designed for the Spanish language that uses a combination of simple string rewriting, following a generate–and–test approach, i.e.,
no answer source feedback is used. Although they used a small non–standard
question/answer corpus for evaluation (40 factoid questions), the results look
promising (MRR = 0.7175). A similar strategy was earlier investigated by [6]
for answer extraction from English Web snippets obtaining a MRR=0.450 for
500 TREC–9 questions. [4] describe a feedback loop approach similar to ours, in
which candidate answer terms were merged back into the query used for passage
retrieval. The major diﬀerence compared to our approach is that they apply
the feedback strategy after answer candidates have been determined, whereas
we do it before answer extraction. They seem to perform the feedback loop
on retrieved passages from TREC data only, which are less noisy in general
than the snippets returned by Google. Furthermore, by not considering Web
snippets, they can only make use of a reduced amount of redundancy, which
might explain, why their approach was of less beneﬁt as they expected. [12]
present an approach for automatic derivation of surface text patterns using
Maximum Entropy Modeling. They achieve a MRR=0.2993 on 500 TREC–10
questions. [11] presents a multilingual approach to QA using supervised Machine Learning algorithms (similar in spirit to [10], cf. Sect. 6). The methods
extract answers as terms biased by the question using probabilistic models constructed from question–answer pairs. The results are promising (MRR=0.36 on
2000 Japanese question–answer pairs) Although all of the mentioned approaches
consider only a single language, they support our perspective that language–
independent statistical methods are essential for the development of multilingual
QA system.

8

Conclusion

We presented a language independent strategy for predicting and extracting
answers from Web snippets. We described a strategy that uses eigenvalues determined from a specialized designed matrix, which are used for determining
the implicit semantic relationship between query and answer terms from the
retrieved snippets. The matrix explicitly represents word–pairs and their distance. We evaluated our approach with three diﬀerent types of questions from
four languages, obtaining a combined MRR=0.52 for the respective subset of the
CLEF–2004 data set. Currently, we are processing only simply Wh–questions.
In future work we will perform more experiments taking into account additional
types of questions and languages.
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